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Workshop Learning Outcomes

• Describe the benefits and limita6ons of using screencas6ng
(mul6modal feedback).
• compare textual feedback and mul6-modal feedback through a well-

being lens
• evaluate best prac6ces for student and instructor accessibility and 

sustainability
• experience crea6ng a short screencast for a specific person/audience



Introduction to Screencast – Affective Feedback

• A screencast is a video made using any software that records your 
screen while you narrate.

• Affective Feedback takes into account feelings, emotional states, 
stress, and attitudes in the feedback process.



Textual Feedback (10 minutes)

• Take 10 minutes to provide feedback on the sample paper (follow 
your instincts).
• Focus on feedback, not the mark or grade.
• We will use your feedback to compare to the Screencast Feedback.



Back in the main room

Share your textual feedback
Problems or issues encountered?



Screencast example video





Screencast analysis (small groups 5 minutes)

• In small groups, share your reactions and thoughts about 
the sample screencast video

• Be prepared to share highlights with the larger group



Screencast analysis highlights

• One member of each group, please share the highlights 
from your small group discussion.



Screencast pracGce

• In pairs, practice multimodal feedback.

• Use your voice to provide affective feedback, through tone, speed, 
and voice quality, while providing options to enhance/revise the 
document.

• Notice your own feelings and stress levels as you provide feedback



Camtasia/ Screencast-o-maGc
Camtasia: 
UBC Software Downloads:  https://it.ubc.ca/services/desktop-print-services/software-
licensing/software-downloads

Screencast-o-matic:
https://screencast-o-matic.com/

https://it.ubc.ca/services/desktop-print-services/software-licensing/software-downloads
https://screencast-o-matic.com/


Wrap-up discussion

• Identify Benefits and Limitations of Screencasts including Health and 
Well-being

• Evaluate best practices for student and instructor accessibility and 
sustainability



Today we

• described the benefits and limitations of using screencasting
(multimodal feedback).
• compared textual feedback and multi-modal feedback through a well-

being lens
• evaluated best practices for student and instructor accessibility and 

sustainability
• experienced creating a short screencast for a specific 

person/audience
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